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Study on the scientific loan limit measure model, is not only the inside 
request that the commercial bank to manage the loan risk to obtain risk income, 
but also the urgent need that the commercial bank to perfect risk control 
mechanism and prevent financial risk, still the valid means that the commercial 
bank to strengthen competition ability and optimize the structure of credit asset. 
Currently, many banks in domestic adopt the asset-liability ratio method to 
measure the loan limit, but this method is hard to attain the purpose of controlling 
risk validly and promoting business development. The text thinks only the future 
free cash flow is the biggest guarantee of customer to settle a debt by payment. 
The commercial bank should set out from the customer’s future free cash flow to 
measure the loan limit. The text uses mathematics statistics technique to measure 
the customer's future cash flow, getting the future cash flow scale and confidence 
interval, then minimizes the expectation of loan income to get the valid 
combination of the highest loan limit, loan interest rate and collateral mode, 
maximizes the expectation of loan income to get the valid combination of the best 
loan sum, loan interest rate and collateral mode. 
The text includes four chapters as follows: 
Chapter 1 ：First discuss the loan risk management, set out from the 
two-side concept of risk, elucidate the substance of the loan risk management, 
identify the loan risk from three factors: customer default risk, collateral mode 
risk and loan maturity risk, measure the loan risk from three aspects:  risk 
exposure, default rate and loss rate, introduce the practice of the loan risk 
management from two levels: credit rating and loan limit deciding. Then 
elucidate the study meaning of the loan limit measure model from three functions: 
obtaining risk income, controlling loan risk and strengthening competition ability. 
Chapter 2 ：First introduce the practice of the loan limit measurement, 
mainly introduce the application of asset-liability ratio method in the bank’s loan 













the loan risk management technical and the research status of the loan limit 
measurement. 
Chapter 3： First analysis the principle of the loan limit measure model from 
three aspects: repay ability, expectation of income and loan risk management. 
Then establish the loan limit measure model from five aspects: cash flow forecast, 
loan interest rate pricing, default rate determining, loss rate determining and 
expectation of income determining. 
Chapter 4 ：First illustrate the application of the loan limit measure model 
with the examples of non-collateral loan and guarantee loan. Then summarize the 
loan limit measure model briefly. 
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